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Coachmen 
Catalina Trail Blazer 
30 THS

With dual entry, a full 16- by 8-foot garage and 90-inch ceilings, the Catalina Trail 
Blazer 30THS has the feel and comfort of a much bigger toy hauler without the price 

tag to go with it. The 96-inch-wide Trailer Blazer can handle 
almost any size side-by-side ATV’s and includes two recliners 
and two drop-down sofas in the garage area.

Speaking to the space of the unit, Regional Sales Manager 
Chad Yotter says, “There is a lot of kitchen cabinet storage. 
The bathroom can be accessed from both the bedroom and 
the kitchen even with the slides in. You get the bigger ceilings, 
the HappiJac bed with the extra sleep space, the fuel station, 
the fresh-water tank, and the patio kit.” 

Yotter says that the design of the unit is something that will 
appeal to more than just the industrial toy hauler-type market. 

“With our color palette design, the core appearance of this 
unit is geared toward what we’ve done in the conventional 
travel trailers. Mama walks in here and she feels comfortable. 
She doesn’t feel like she’s in that rugged industrial toy shop. 
We got a lot of that feedback from customers, where he likes 
it for the side-by-side and she likes it for the storage and the 

separated bedroom,” says Yotter.
In the storage slide, Yotter takes note of the solar charger. He says, “It has a 

40-amp Bluetooth digital charge controller which allows the customer to extend the 
solar package as much as they want without having to replace the charger.”

The 40-amp charger can extend the solar package up to 480 watts, according 
to General Manager Mike Gaeddert. “It will send all that power to the batteries, which 
will help run the 12-volt refrigerator. The refrigerator does have the gas/electric option 
and we expect a good percentage of folks to option that in.

The base MSRP of the toy hauler is $37,800
“We worked with our engineers to create something at an affordable price point. 

The consumer has already spent thousands of dollars on a Polaris Razor or another 
side-by-side. We wanted to create something where they don’t have to spend another 
X amount of dollars to get that product to where they want,” says Gaeddert.

The 30 THS also comes with a Carefree awning with lighting features and upgraded 
JBL speakers. Gaeddert, who became GM in August, explains that the speakers were 
something he was proud to introduce. 

“I’m a bit of a sound guy. It’s a personal bias of mine. When you get to the campsite 
and you get set up, you want to be able to relax and entertain with some music, the JBLs 
allow you to do that. Most entry-level sound systems and even mid-profile TTs and fifth 
wheels use speakers that just aren’t that good,” he says.  

What Impressed RV PRO: The sheer size of this unit is impressive for its price 
point and versatility. Tip-to-tip, the unit measures at 36 feet with a dry weight of 
7,600 pounds. The optional solar package allows end users to garner more than 
400 watts of solar power without changing out the charger. The JBL speakers are 
a nice upgrade to the sound system. 

KZ Escape E17 Hatch
The KZ Escape E17 Hatch is taking 

campers off the grid and bringing the 
outdoors in. 

Specifically, the E17 features a big 
door in the back that opens vertically 
up to the outdoors. 

“No one else is doing this for the off-
grid crowd,” says Nick Francis, product 
manager. “For true, off-grid campers that 
are literally off-the-grid and don’t have 
access to power, the back hatch allows 
you to have that open and get tons of 
air flow in the unit. There’s a big screen 
wall that rolls down.”

Just inside the hatch is a dinette so 
campers can sit and enjoy a meal with 
the hatch open and screen rolled down. 
Beyond the fresh air, the hatch provides  
easy access to store canoes and other 
gear such as kayaks, paddleboards, a 
canoe and bicycles. It also can be used 
as a second awning. 

The dinette is comprised of two tables 
that have folding legs on them, so when a 
camper wants to use the unit for storage 
they just fold up the table legs and put 
them under the front bed. 

At around 3,000 pounds, the 22-foot 
Hatch series can be towed by a small 
SUV or pickup. 

“You can’t load those big items in an 
SUV like that,” says Francis. “You can now 
load those items into your 22-foot trailer.”

The Hatch series will eventually fea-
ture the E14 Hatch, which is just over 15 
feet long, and the E20 Hatch, which is 
23-feet, 8-inches long. 

Francis says he highly recommends 
customers get the off-grid package for 
their Hatch. The package comes with 
a 100-watt roof-mounted solar panel, 

The KZ Escape E17 Hatch is a 
versatile travel trailer thanks to its 
large rear hatch, which provides easy 
access for gear stored at the rear of 
the trailer. The hatch also effectively 
acts as a second awning. 

a 1,000-watt inverter with dedicated 
110-volt outlets, a solar controller, a por-
table Furrion Bluetooth audio player and 
flashlight, a tongue-mounted bike rack, 
a griddle and solar on the side.

Off-road tires with aluminum wheels 
provide extra ground clearance for off-road 
adventures. There is a heated underbelly 
with a 12-volt heating pad on each tank. 

Three planks in the pantry can be used 
on the dinette to turn it into a full bed 
or U-dinette. The trailer also comes with 
a filler cushion to put across the back. 

The Escape Hatch also is packed 
with standards such as a 78-inch-high 
interior, a queen bed, flip-up solid entry 
steps, LED lights and a power awning. 

Construction of the units includes a 
one-piece “Aluma-Tough’ roof with a 
12-year warranty on the seamless roof 
membrane, laminated sidewalls, insu-
lated floor and underbelly, insulated roof, 
front and rear walls and 5/8-inch tongue 
and groove plywood floor.

Francis says Escape as a whole 
received a complete redesign this year 
with new interiors and exteriors, including 
a new front profile change. All units now 
get a standard automotive front wind-
shield and new graphics. 

What impressed RV PRO: The KZ 
Escape E17’s big back door makes this 
lightweight, easy-to-tow travel trailer 
extremely versatile. The hatch provides 
easy access inside the trailer, where RV 
adventurers can easily store their bikes, 
kayaks and other outdoor gear when 
not in use. At the campground, when 
the hatch is opened, it can be used as 
a second awning. 
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